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Introduction: 
• Water pollution is nowadays one of the most crucial
environmental problems world-wide.

• Pollution in aquifers and surface waters originates, apart
from local sources discharging wastewaters, mainly from
diffuse sources, scattered within the entire river basin .

•The problem which must be dealt with by the engineer is
the prediction in space and time of the concentration of a
pollutant substance introduced in the water body.

•The analysis of this problem with mathematical or physical
models may assist in the optimal design of wastewater
treatment plants, the positioning of wastewater outfalls and
the determination of the flow rate and composition of
effluents at the discharge outlet.
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Introduction: 

•From the engineering point of view, environmental
water quality is subject to several types of
uncertainty, These are related to the high variability in
space and time of the hydrodynamic, chemical and
biological processes involved.

•Quantification of such uncertainties is essential for
the performance and safety of engineering projects.
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Importance of Groundwater Resources

•Groundwater is the largest source of fresh water in
the world. Although only a small fraction of the
available groundwater resources is used, its
development is recently of increasing importance for
many countries.

•This is mainly due to the fact that surface waters are
over-used and increasingly polluted from domestic,
agricultural and industrial discharges.

• Usually groundwater is of very good quality still, and
its sensible use along with surface waters can give an
optimum solution to specific problems of water
demand.
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•For groundwater resources development it is not
precipitation itself which is of importance but rather
the so called effective precipitation.

•This is the amount of water resulting when the
evapotranspiration is subtracted from total
precipitation. Which equal the surface runoff plus
the water infiltrating into the soil.
•For the development of water resources it is
important to know the spatial distribution of the
various components of the hydrological cycle.

• For groundwater resources development it is
necessary to have geological, hydrogeological,
hydrochemical information and also field data
allowing evaluation of the groundwater balance.
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Steps in Groundwater Development

• From the engineering point of view, ultimate goal is
the optimum use of the available groundwater
resources.

• The quantity, quality and energy considerations in
groundwater management form a multidisciplinary
field requiring scientific cooperation between various
discipline :

1. Hydrogeology:
2. Groundwater Hydrodynamics: mathematical modelling,  
3.Groundwater Management: systems analysis, optimization 
techniques, risk and decision theory
4. Hydrochemistry : chemical composition of the soil and water
5. Hydrobiology : biological properties of groundwater systems
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Steps in Groundwater Development
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Properties and Field Investigation of Groundwater 
Systems

•Water infiltrating into the soil circulates through
various geological formations. Depending on the
boundary conditions (impermeable or semi-permeable
layers of soil, atmospheric pressure, rivers and lakes)
the groundwater forms various types of subsurface
reservoirs, called aquifers.
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Space and Time Scales

• A space scale can be empirically defined as the
extent of the flow domain. A time scale characterizes
the duration of a hydrological phenomenon.

•Space Scales is defined as the characteristic size of
the spatial area in which the multiphase flow is
studied. Five different space scales are distinguished.
1. Pore Scale: 1 - 103 mm for soil materials (sand, clay or silt)
2. Sample Scale: 10 cm (a small soil sample containing a large

number of pores and solid particles.
3. Laboratory Scale: 1 m (scale of common experimental setups

of the order of 1 meter)
4. Local Aquifer Scale: 100 m (the horizontal direction,
5. Regional Scale: 10 km (the horizontal direction much larger

than the aquifer thickness.)
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Space and Time Scales

• A space scale can be empirically defined as the
extent of the flow domain. And also is defined as the
characteristic size of the spatial area in which the
multiphase flow is studied. Five different space scales
are distinguished.

1. Pore Scale: 1 - 103 mm for soil materials (sand, clay or silt)
2. Sample Scale: 10 cm (a small soil sample containing a large

number of pores and solid particles.
3. Laboratory Scale: 1 m (scale of common experimental setups

of the order of 1 meter)
4. Local Aquifer Scale: 100 m (the horizontal direction)
5. Regional Scale: 10 km (the horizontal direction much larger

than the aquifer thickness.)
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Time Scales

• In unsteady multiphase flow through porous media
time scale can be defined as the duration of the flow
phenomena.
From a specific event, such as a rainfall, and the
resulting recharge of the aquifer in geological time,
taking one year as the time unit,

the following time scales are distinguished.
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Aquifer Hydraulic Properties
• Aquifers are complex media consisting of networks of
interconnected pores, fractures and cracks, through which
water circulates.
• By taking average values of the local properties (porosity and
permeability), the irregular variations in space are smoothed
and some macroscopic properties of the medium are defined.
The Representative Elementary Volume (REV) must have large
enough dimensions to smooth local variations. The smoothing
procedure of REV can be extended in the regional scale of
aquifers (Ganoulis, 1986).
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Aquifer Hydraulic Properties
1.Specific Yield Sy : is the difference between porosity and

the specific retention, Sr which is a portion of the water
present in the pore space is held by molecular and surface
tension forces and can not be drained by gravity.

Sy = n - Sr
This represents the water removed from a unit volume by
pumping or drainage. It varies from 10- 20% for alluvial aquifers
to about 30% for uniform sands

2. Grain Size Distribution:
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Aquifer Hydraulic Properties
3.Coeflcient of Permeability K: K is the coefficient of

permeability (m/s), depending on fluid viscosity and the
geometrical and properties of the porous medium. From Darcy
Law :

V=Ki

Specific permeability K is a function of the structural
characteristics of the porous medium.

4. Transmissivity Coefficient T (m2/s)
This is the product of field permeability K(m/s) and the
saturated thickness of the aquifer. For a confined aquifer of
width b (m) the transmissivity is T=Kb; for a phreatic aquifer of
thickness h above the impervious layer the transmissivity is
T=Kh.
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Conceptual and Mathematical Models
• Conceptual models are idealizations of the natural aquifer
systems (form, areal extension, physical properties of the
aquifers) and their constituent processes (flow conditions,
boundary Conditions)
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Spatial Variability and Stochastic Modelling
• Because of the natural variability in space and time, the main
problem for evaluating the risk of groundwater contamination is
the fact that physical Parameters and variables of the system
show random deviations.

•To this randomness, one must add various other uncertainties
due to the scarcity of the information concerning the inputs, the
value of the parameters (measurement and sampling
uncertainties) and also the imperfection of the models (modelling
uncertainties).

the random variation in
space of the porosity in a
case of an alluvial aquifer
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Stochastic Description

•As shown in Fig. (4.43), it is necessary to distinguish
between: (a) the time variability of the aquifer
boundary conditions and, (b) the spatial variability of
the physical properties of the aquifer.
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Risk Assessment of Groundwater Pollution

•The intrusion of one fluid in a porous medium which
is completely filled by another immiscible fluid (Fig.
4.47), may be formulated as a stochastic process

•Multiphase flow and pollution in
porous media are complex
phenomena, because of the
movement of the microscopic
interfaces (menisci).
•The interpretation and modelling
of the multiphase retention
properties of porous media
including the risk of pollution,
must take into account the
complexity of the internal
geometry of the microscopic
channels.
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Solute Transport and Random Walks
For two-dimensional flows the velocity field can be
computed by using the technique of boundary
elements (Latinopoulos, Ganoulis et al., 1982). As an
example of application the computed water table
elevation is shown in Fig. (4.49).
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•This is illustrated in the case of the Gallikos aquifer,
located near the river Axios Makedonia, Greece. It is
an unconfined allouvial aquifer, from which a part of
the water supply of the city of Thessaloniki is
provided.

•Vulnerability of the groundwater from pollutant
sources has been investigated using random walks
and Lagrangian methods.

•Introducing the corresponding velocity field, the
groundwater pollution from a point source is
studied, using the random walk simulation algorithm
(Fig. 4.50).
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Fig. 4.50 Random walk simulation in the Gallikos aquifer 
(dimensions are in meters)
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•To evaluate impact probabilities (Fig. 4.51) and
concentrations of the particles, the area is covered
by a regular grid.

•Knowledge of the velocity components u, v at the
grid points permits particle velocities to be
computed by linear interpolation.

•The probability of reaching a given grid cell and
consequently the particle concentrations are
evaluated by counting the number of particles which
fall within the grid square.
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Fig. 4.51 Impact probabilities in the Gallios aquifer      
(dimensions are in meters).
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Effluent Recovery and Irrigation Scheme (North Gaza)

•The project necessitates the implementation of risk
management facilities.

•This is to avoid a potential long term irreversible
impact to the groundwater, environment, society
and public health of the nearby communities.

•The most challenging task in this project is to
design the groundwater recovery wells scheme that
will be able to capture the infiltrated water in the
appropriate time and quantity.
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1. Recovery Scheme
2. Booster Pumps and Tanks
3. Irrigation Network

Risk Management Facilities 
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• The pollution will be extended to a distance of 1000 m in the west and
the west northern dircetion of the basin in year 2015 if bad quality of
water (15,000 m3/day) is inflitrated in the basin starting from year 2009.
In addition, around 20 agricultural wells will be negatively influnecd.

1000 m 

1000 m 

20Agricultural wells are 
influenced 

Impacts if NEGST and Current projcet are not implemented 
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• The pollution will be extended to a distance of 1800 m in the west
northern dircetion of the basin in year 2022 if bad quality of water
(15,000 m3/day) is inflitrated in the basin starting from year 2009. In
addition, around 35 agricultural wells will be negatively influnecd.

1800 m 

35 Agricultural wells are 
influenced 
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• The pollution will be extended to a distance of 2300 m in the west
and the west northern dircetions of the basin in year 2022 if bad
quality of water (35600 m3/day) is inflitrated in the basin starting
from year 2015. In addition, around 55 agricultural wells and
some of municipal wells will be negatively influnecd.

55 Agricultural wells are 
Influenced 
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• The groundwater quality in the infiltration area for year
2025 if 35,600 m3/day is infiltrated with good quality.
The quantity and quality of groundwater will be
improved; however, the infiltrated water should be
recovered by recovery wells since infiltrated water
even with good quality water should not allowed to
reach the nearby agricultural or municipal wells.

Impacts if NEGST and Current projcet are implemented 
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• Around 30 recovery wells in a distance not exceed 1000
m from the basin should be located to capture the
pollution plume. The wells will recover the infiltrated
treated wastewater with 10% extract to guarantee the
capturing of all infiltrated water and redirect the flow of
water towards the recovery wells.

Location of the Recovery Wells Based on ModPath 


